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John M. Fogarty, FACHE
President & Chief Executive Officer

The past few months at BID–Needham have been marked with significant 
milestones towards making the Outpatient Clinical Center a reality. The momentum 
surrounding this new facility is unmistakable. We recently hosted Demolition and 
Groundbreaking events, and we will soon be hosting a Topping Off Ceremony to 
commemorate the placement of the last steel beam.

This project would not be possible without our many supporters. This issue 
introduces you to a few of our most dedicated donors, including Christoph and 
Susan Hoffmann, who stepped up early on to support the Center. The Hoffmanns 
made a legacy gift to name the gastroenterology department in honor of the 
outstanding care provided by Chief Steven Cohen, MD. The newly named Christoph 
and Susan Hoffmann Center for Digestive Health will be located on the top floor of 
the new Outpatient Clinical Center in a suite designed by Dr. Cohen and his team, 
keeping the patients’ experience top of mind.

The last fiscal year was another one of significant growth and a rising demand for 
care. At the same time, our work force has continued to grow, more than doubling 
over the past ten years. The quality of our staff is unmatched; over the past year, 
I have witnessed them do remarkable things. Together, we received The Gold Seal 
of Approval® from The Joint Commission for maintaining the highest standards 
of quality and safety. We also maintained our “A” grade in The Leapfrog Group’s 
Spring 2018 Hospital Safety Score and obtained a four-star rating from the Centers 
for Medicare and Medicaid.

Though our current strategic priority is to create a world-class home for outpatient 
care, our mission remains to serve more patients with the highest-quality and safest 
care around, close to home. Our commitment to those patients remains unchanged 
and is stronger than ever.
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A LETTER FROM OUR PRESIDENT & CEO

Over the past six years at BID–Needham, I have been consistently in awe of the 
community that surrounds and supports our hospital. In the past few years,  
when we set out to strengthen our facilities and services with the new Emergency 
Department, the world-class Lank Cancer Center, the Surgical Pavilion, the 
BreastCare Center and now a home for outpatient services, we have always been 
met with great enthusiasm.

In this sixth issue, we feature some of our most steadfast supporters, such as the 
Hoffmann family, who generously gave $1 million by including BID–Needham in 
their estate plan. With this gift, they hope to inspire people to think about service 
to others and the legacy we all leave behind. Likewise, Leslie and Seth Medalie have 
given significant time and resources to the hospital, and were among the first to give 
a leadership gift to the new Center. Our annual donor roll recognizes individuals and 
companies who donated to the hospital during the last fiscal year—over 1200!—as well 
as the initial donors to the Outpatient Clinical Center. We are thankful for each one.

We also highlight the cardiology department, which under the leadership of 
Dr. Joe Kannam, has transformed in the past decade. The new space in the Outpatient 
Clinical Center will accommodate the growing need for cardiac care and support the 
overall goal of the new center to increase access to the highest-quality care available 
for our friends and neighbors.

One of the most fulfilling parts of my job is hearing about people’s experiences at 
the hospital; it is a privilege to hear from patients whose lives has been changed 
because they have this world-class facility at their fingertips. The other favorite part 
of my job is sharing those stories—this newsletter has been an impactful way to do 
that. I know that there are many more stories to be told; each one is humbling and 
inspiring and we want to hear and share them. Please reach out and tell me your story.

A LETTER FROM OUR CHIEF DEVELOPMENT & EXTERNAL RELATIONS OFFICER
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www.bidneedham.org
Main: 781-453-3000
Office of Development: 781-453-3007

@bidneedham

facebook.com/bidneedham

@bidneedham

To sign up for the electronic version  
of this newsletter and receive 
e-communications from the hospital,  
visit www.bidneedham.org/sign-up  
or email marketing@bidneedham.org.

Samantha Sherman
Chief Development & External Relations Officer

“It is a privilege  
to hear from 
patients whose 
lives has been 
changed because 
they have this 
world-class 
facility at their 
�ngertips.”
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A conversation with Stephen E. Vanourny, Jr.  
Chair of the Board of Trustees, BID–Needham

What first compelled you to get 
involved with the hospital? 

From the start, it was clear that  
BID–Needham was a great community 
asset that could continue to grow 
over time with investment, leadership 
and commitment. I regularly run into 
people who have been directly and 
profoundly impacted by the hospital. 
There aren’t many organizations you 
can say that about; that’s something 
worth being part of.

As the new chair, what has  
surprised you most about your 
new role?

The great sense of responsibility I feel, 
coupled with the level of support  
I have received. It is humbling to  
be tasked with the stewardship of  
an organization with such a rich  
history and an important place in the  
community. So many people are 
committed to seeing this organization 
thrive, from clinical staff to community 
members and volunteers to other 
trustees. It’s awe-inspiring to see that 
collective enthusiasm.

Over your term, do you have  
any initiatives that you want  
to accomplish?

We are currently investing over  
$27 million to build a new outpatient 
clinical building—ensuring the  
success of that project is job number 
one, alongside maintaining a 
high-level of quality care. Looking 
ahead, I want to help position us well 
for the next decade of growth with 
our community-delivered medical  
capabilities, especially by leveraging 
our relationship with the broader  
BIDMC system. We have continued  
to add new services like advanced 
cancer care and new surgical  
specialties over the last ten years; we 
need to continue that same journey 
during the next ten years.

What excites you about the  
future of the hospital? 

We are still a hidden gem in Needham 
and the surrounding communities. 
With all the investments over the last 
decade, our capabilities and facilities 
are second to none—from outpatient 
services, to surgical capabilities, to 
world-class cancer care. Yet many 
people still don’t realize what they 
have right here in their backyard—I’m 
most excited about sharing what an 
amazing hospital we are already. 

In our backyard
STRENGTH IN LEADERSHIP
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How would you convince people 
to support the hospital when there 
are so many organizations in need?

There are two questions you should 
ask when thinking about giving: Will 
your donation have a tangible, positive 
impact on people’s lives; and will it 
be invested wisely? At BID–Needham, 
the answer to both questions is  
a resounding “yes.” I can’t think  
of another organization where  
you could see the impact of your  
donation more directly than here. 
Your donation enables your neighbor 
to get chemotherapy delivered a  
mile from her house; it lets your  
husband or wife see a Harvard-trained 
physician without driving to  
Longwood. We are privileged to have 
a world-class management team 
that runs our hospital effectively and 
efficiently, ensuring that donors’ gifts 
are spent on the things that matter 
most—delivering patient care. 

You named a space in the Cancer 
Center for your parents. What 
was that moment like when you 
showed them their plaque  
in the center?

My dad was an obstetrician, and my 
mom was an English teacher, so I 
think there was always an underlying 
set of values that revolved around 
using your time to help other people 
in a very direct and tangible way. That 
was part of my inspiration for getting 
involved with BID–Needham in the 
first place. My mom, like so many 
others, also battled breast cancer 20 
years ago and has been one of the 
fortunate ones to have received great 
care and had a positive outcome. 
It was moving for me to see her 
recognized for her experience and for 
what she has contributed to so many 
other people’s lives as well. ■

“We are privileged to have a world-class management 
team that runs our hospital e�ectively and e�ciently, 
ensuring that donors’ gifts are spent on the things 
that matter most—delivering patient care.”

–  stephen e. vanourny, jr. 
chair, board of trustees

GIVING STRENGTH | www.bidneedham.org

The BreastCare Center at BID–Needham is launching multi-disciplinary 
clinics this spring. For patients with a breast cancer diagnosis, this 
personalized and comprehensive approach to care will help minimize the 
stressful time between diagnosis and treatment. The multi-disciplinary  
clinic will bring together the patient’s entire care team, including the breast 
surgical oncologist, medical oncologist, radiation oncologist, radiologist, 
pathologist and a nurse navigator to meet with the patient and their family  
on the same day.

Keeping the patient’s comfort and time in mind, the team reviews all imaging 
and pathology prior to the visit in Needham’s new BreastCare Center—
designed to provide a comfortable, calming and private environment for care. 
The care team consults with the patient and family, explores treatment  
options and answers any questions regarding the diagnosis.

“After the visit, the patient leaves with a coordinated interdisciplinary 
treatment plan,” says Ranjna Sharma, MD, the co-director of the BreastCare 
Center in Needham. “A same-day consult with the entire care team  
greatly streamlines the process so we can begin treatment and work together 
to get our patients back to their lives.”

To make an appointment at the BID–Needham BreastCare Center,  

please call 781-453-3800.

BreastCare Multi-Disciplinary Clinic Streamlines Care
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For many, a diagnosis of cardiovascular  
disease becomes not only life-altering, but  
also time-consuming, with regular follow-up 
appointments and ongoing testing. “It is  
a huge relief to have leading cardiovascular 
specialists right down the street from  
my home,” says Board of Trustees' member 
and patient Virginia Carnahan. 

When Carnahan suspected she might have a hereditary heart condition,  
she turned to Joe Kannam, MD, a long-time cardiologist and chief of Cardiology 
at BID–Needham and a member of the CardioVascular Institute at  
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center (BIDMC) and BID–Needham. Dr. Kannam 
sees firsthand the complexity of managing heart disease for his patients.  
In fact, he estimates that 80 percent of what cardiologists do is outpatient care 
to manage their patients' disease. 

”A lot of cardiology is not just the acute care of a heart attack, but also chronic 
disease management,” says Dr. Kannam. “Treatments to prevent coronary artery 
disease and congestive heart failure can take decades.” Back in 2003,  
Dr. Kannam came to Needham to establish a cardiology practice, one of the first 
in the area that offered academic-level medical experts in a community setting. 

 

GIVING STRENGTH | Beth Israel Deaconess Hospital–Needham4

A foot in both places

The Cardiology department is bolstered by a tertiary care center (defined as 
offering more complex health services) at BIDMC, while patients are managed 
and tested in Needham. “We have a solid foundation of continuity of care 
between the two institutions, with the complex procedures happening in Boston 
and the patients returning to Needham for the chronic disease management,” 
says Dr. Kannam. 

With a foot in both places—Needham and Boston—Dr. Kannam feels the 
relationships and familiarity with his colleagues in cardiac and vascular surgery is 
a huge benefit for patients. Working with his colleagues in both places,  
Dr. Kannam helped create an efficient and expedient process for those in need 
of a stent. “We set up and streamlined a program through the emergency 
department,” he explains, “so if you come in with a heart attack, we stabilize 
you in Needham, and then, if necessary, we transfer you immediately via 
ambulance to Boston.” With a heart attack, it is best to be seen locally first to 
be stabilized; some patients require a stent to open up the artery, which can 
only be done in a tertiary care medical center like BIDMC in Boston.

 
A growing need for care
The cardiologists at BID–Needham are a vibrant and dynamic group of doctors 
who provide care for all cardiac conditions including coronary artery disease, 
arrhythmias, valvular heart disease and congestive heart failure. Dr. Kannam has 
grown the department over recent years to include four additional cardiologists, 
as well as a vascular surgeon who takes care of patients with vascular disease, 
including claudication, varicose veins and aortic aneurysms, along with a nurse 
practitioner. A new congestive heart failure program provides comprehensive 
care for patients who have complicated diagnoses. 

For the department, the growth and demand for care in the community has 
brought space constraints that Dr. Kannam is eager to alleviate with the new 
Outpatient Clinical Center. Over the past ten years, the cardiologists have seen a 
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 “Ultimately, my patients require world-class testing  
  capabilities, alongside world-class care. If they can  
get that closer to home, who wouldn’t want that?”

      – joe kannam, md

New cardiovascular  
disease specialist
The Cardiology division recently 
welcomed a new cardiovascular 
disease specialist, Ian McCormick, 
MD. He joined the medical staff at 
BID–Needham and BIDMC as part 
of the CardioVascular Institute.

Designing with patients in mind 
The architects of the new center 

have designed the new cardiology 
clinic for patients, working 

together with cardiologists, nurses 
and the front office staff. Using 

patient experience and feedback, 
the team carefully plotted out the 
placement of offices, exam rooms 

and testing spaces to create the 
ideal patient flow.

LEFT: Lisa M. Fleming, MD; Meghan York, MD; Gretchen Boucher, NP;  
Joseph Kannam, MD, Chief; Anne B. Riley, MD; and Mark Wyers, MD.

5GIVING STRENGTH | www.bidneedham.org

91 percent increase in cardiology clinic exams. “It has been gratifying to witness 
the transformation of this hospital firsthand over the past fifteen years into a 
very busy outpatient and inpatient facility. This new outpatient center is really 
just the next step in this tremendous development.”

The architects of the new center have actively sought out the recommendations 
of the people who will use the space every day to design an ideal patient 
experience. “The cardiologists, nurses and the front office staff have been able 
to sit down and really design the space the way we wanted it, considering 
patient experience and feedback, plotting out where the offices, exam rooms 
and testing spaces would be. We’re designing the flow with our patients in 
mind,” says Dr. Kannam.

For the cardiology clinic, the new space will have a direct impact on patient care. 
It will have the capacity to accommodate new and expanding programs for 
vascular medicine, electrophysiology and congestive heart failure. The clinic will 
continue to add nurses for teaching and education of the patients as well  
as physicians to help deliver the care.

Today, Virginia Carnahan continues check-ups with Dr. Kannam and is thankful 
to have the medical resources available when and where she needs them.  

“Now with this new space, they will have the ability to provide more people with 
the care that they need,” she says.

“Ultimately, my patients require world-class testing capabilities, alongside  
world-class care. If they can get that closer to home, who wouldn't want that?” 
says Dr. Kannam. ■

To make an appointment with one of our cardiologists at BID–Needham,  
please call 781-453-5238. Learn more about the new Outpatient Clinical Center  
at www.bidneedham.org/giving.

A GLIMPSE OF THE FUTURE
Accommodating the increase in  
outpatient services

A decade of growth
The hospital has seen a rising demand for care in  
the community and increasing requirements for  
outpatient clinical services, especially for cardiac, 
orthopaedic and digestive health.

 

 
647

895

FY2008

2018*

Orthopaedic Services
38% Growth in Orthopaedic Surgery

 911FY2012

2018*

1132% Growth in Orthopaedic and Hand Clinics

* 2018 Projections

 

 

 2,827

3,394

FY2008
2018*

Endoscopy Volume
20% Growth in Endoscopies

.  

 8,420

16,117

FY2008
2018*

Cardiology Clinics
91% Growth in Cardiology Clinics

11,228
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This past fall marked the demolition of the former 
Needham Pediatrics building, followed a few weeks later 
by the groundbreaking ceremony for the new, 37,000 
square foot, state-of-the-art Outpatient Clinical Center. At 
each event, community members came to celebrate the 
future of outpatient care in the area. Construction of the 
new Outpatient Clinical Center began after the ceremony, 
with doors scheduled to open in spring of 2019.

‘‘This groundbreaking marked a step into the future, one 
that will have a substantial benefit to our patients, staff 
and our whole community,” says John M. Fogarty, 
president and CEO of BID–Needham. He emphasized that 
this center builds on the existing strengths of the hospital 
in outpatient services like cardiology, gastroenterology and 
orthopaedic care. “We are excited to start this next phase 
of growth for our hospital.”

At the groundbreaking, Chair of the Board of Trustees 
Stephen Vanourny spoke about the impact of the new 
center: ‘‘This building has the potential to be truly 

Celebrating 
the future  
& honoring  
the past

transformative for the hospital and the town of Needham. 
It means that we can significantly broaden the scope and 
depth of services people can receive in a convenient 
setting. This is a momentous occasion for the hospital and 
one that shows BID–Needham’s commitment to bringing 
excellent care to the community, close to home.”

This new center has been designed to offer the most 
convenient and efficient layout for our patients and a 
collaborative space for clinicians to deliver the highest level 
of care that has been the hallmark of BID–Needham.

The architecture of the building was carefully designed to 
keep the residential neighborhood that abuts one side of 
the hospital in mind, featuring a façade that matches the 
character of the street; while the main entrance features a 
modern, sleek facility in keeping with the state-of-the-art 
design of the hospital.

The entire building incorporates natural light for healing,  
a collaborative work space for physicians and staff and  
a high-capacity conference center. With this new 
conference space, the hospital can more accessibly open its 
doors to the community for events and provide its 
community partners with meeting space equipped with 
the latest technology. 

“These are proud moments for the hospital and the 
employees here, as we’re able to expand our offerings  
to the local community and provide them with better 
access to care,” says Fogarty. The new building will help  
BID–Needham continue responding to rapid changes  
in health care and increasing outpatient volume, while 
better accommodating growth for inpatient activity in  
the hospital. ■ 
 
To follow the progress of the new Outpatient Clinical 
Center, visit www.bidneedham.org/giving. 

GIVING STRENGTH | Beth Israel Deaconess Hospital–Needham6
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LEFT: Stephen E. Vanourny, Jr., chair, Board of 
Trustees; State Representative Denise Garlick, RN;  
Sonal Ullman, MD, vice-president,  
BID–Needham Medical Staff;  
Kathryn Grannatt, MD, chief, Orthopaedics;  
John Fogarty, president and CEO;  
Joe Kannam, MD, chief, Cardiology;  
Seana Gaherin, chair, Board of Advisors.

TOP RIGHT: Joe Kannam, MD, chief, Cardiology, 
and John Fogarty, president and CEO, watch the 
demolition commence. 

BOTTOM RIGHT: Needham Selectman  
Maurice Handel with Marianne Brons Cooley, 
chair of the Needham Selectmen and  
BID–Needham Board of Trustees’ member  
with fellow Board of Trustees’ member  
Samantha Trotman Burman with her children.

Outpatient Clinical Center
Opening in 2019, this new 37,000-square-foot Outpatient 
Clinical Center will allow the hospital to further advance 
efforts to bring the community access to extraordinary clinical 
expertise. The new center will serve future generations by 
integrating critical services like orthopaedics, gastroenterology, 
cardiology and neurology all under one roof.

View from Chestnut Street

Ground View from Parking Lot

7GIVING STRENGTH | www.bidneedham.org

OUTPATIENT CLINICAL  
CENTER DONORS
Thank you to the donors  
who have stepped forward to  
support the new Outpatient 
Clinical Center with major 
gifts over $25,000 in fiscal 
year 2017 through fiscal year 
2018 to date.

$1 Million+

Susan M. and Christoph L. Hoffmann
The Trotman Family

$100,000-$249,999

Beth Israel Deaconess  
 Hospital–Needham Medical Staff
Roger M. Marino
Leslie and Seth Medalie and The Bulfinch  
 Group Charitable Foundation
Needham Bank
Mary Ellen and David K. Stevenson

$50,000-$99,999

Anonymous
Sara A. and James W. Jakobek

$25,000-$49,999

Anonymous 
State Street Foundation

The hospital still needs to 
continue to raise funds to 
support this critical project to 
bring expanded outpatient 
services to the community. 

Naming opportunities for  
the building are a wonderful 
way to leave your legacy;  
opportunities start at $25,000.

If you are interested in making a gift  
to support the Outpatient Clinical Center,  
contact Samantha Sherman, chief of  
Development & External Relations at  
781-453-3743 or ssherma1@bidneedham.org.
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2009–2017 CAPITAL INVESTMENTS
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16,285

2017 157,799
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Making an impact Fiscal Year 2017 Report BID–Needham has experienced record growth, due in large 
part to the generosity and engagement of our community of supporters. Since 
2008, we have invested over $105 million in our facilities, with over $10.7 million 
from philanthropy, giving the surrounding communities access to top-notch medical 
expertise, state-of-the-art facilities and the highest-quality care. Each gift received 
makes an impact on delivering care to the area.

2,266
2,453

2,721
3,327

2016
2015
2014
2013
2012

3,820
2017 4,095

 

INCREASING ACCESS TO
WORLD-CLASS CARE

SURGERIES PERFORMED

Over 11,000 surgical procedures 
since opening the Surgical Pavilion 
in fall of 2014.

Total Surgeries FY12-17

CANCER CENTER TREATMENTS SINCE OPENING IN 2014

Over 20,000 radiation treatments

Over 12,000 chemotherapy infusions

Over 12,000 hematology / oncology visits

Over 8,000 specialty clinic visits

= 1,000

SERVICE LINE GROWTH

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW

EXPANDING WORK FORCE

INPATIENT VISIT DISCHARGES 25% Increase FY12–17

EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT VISITS 10% Increase FY12–17

OUTPATIENT ENCOUNTERS 19% Increase FY12–17

718
employees

760
credentialed 
medical staff

174
nurses

56%
workforce

growth over
10 years

AN ASSET TO THE COMMUNITY

 
 

  

  

all
employees

full-time
employees

(for fiscal year ending Sept. 30, 2017)

From FY12–17, the hospital spent nearly $10.8M  
on Needham vendors, donations to community  

organizations and pilot payments

The hospital cared for 3,770 inpatients, and had 
157,799 outpatients visits with 55,157 laboratory 

visits in FY17.

The Trotman Family Glover Café served over  
13,000 meals and supported the preparation of 

nearly 8,000 Traveling Meals for homebound 
Needham residents in FY17.

In FY17, salaries to Needham residents totaled 
$6.4M (including hospital employees and Beth Israel 

Deaconess HealthCare employees and physicians).

The BID–Needham Street Team launched in FY17, 
bringing together 15 board members, 41 employees 
and 22 students to volunteer at community events.

The hospital proudly partnered with or supported 
more than 60 community organizations in FY17.

Employees volunteered or participated in 114 events with 
nearly 400 volunteer hours completed in FY17.

Total Expenses

$85,468,777

Total Operating Revenue

$87,207,898

Salaries & Fringe

$42,535,263

Net Patient  
Service Revenue

$85,016,856

Information Systems

Other Medical /  
Patient Care  
Equipment

Radiology
Equipment

Building
Improvements /
Renovations

BreastCare Center

Emergency Department
and Medical Surgical Unit

Cancer Center & 
Surgical Pavilion

Depreciation & Interest

$6,395,967

Supplies, Fees & Expenses

$36,537,547

Other Revenue

$2,191,042
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Christoph and Susan Hoffmann have lived in Needham 
for 35 years, and have been devoted to the hospital for 
nearly that long. For the Hoffmann family, community 
involvement is not only about giving back, but also about 
honoring relationships. Early on, the couple saw the 
hospital as a place where all types of people intersect and 
where relationships are formed around a mutual goal. 

“The people involved in the hospital are drawn to service 
and giving back. We have a common ground there. I think 
we all live for relationships, and seeing our place in the 
community,” says Christoph.

When Susan, a Cape Cod native, visited the local 
hospital for the first time for minor surgery, she says she 

“immediately felt right at home.” Susan began volunteering 
because she wanted to give something back: “I love the 
people and I enjoyed being around them, getting to know 
the doctors and spending time with the patients. I just  
felt an over-the-top kindness from everyone I met.” 

A long-term stake
Originally from Germany, Christoph is a Harvard-trained 
lawyer who built a career as a corporate executive 
at Textron and later Raytheon. In the corporate world, 
Christoph found he could help facilitate change. He 
sought to increase equality and access by spearheading 
sustainability efforts and hiring some of the first female 
executives at Raytheon. “I worked hard for opportunities 
to be equal,” he says. Even through his successful career 
in the corporate world, Christoph always had a passion 
and interest in medicine. At the hospital, he saw the same 
effort to increase access to those in need, by making  
high-quality medical care more available and accessible  
to the community.  

In 1991, Christoph was encouraged by friend and 
orthopedist Mark Haffenreffer, MD, to join the board as  
a trustee when the hospital was town-owned, and soon  
to be sold to the Deaconess Hospital. “I established a  
long-term stake in this hospital by design; it’s the 
relationship to the caregivers and fellow trustees that  
ties me to the hospital,” says Christoph. 

Christoph became the chair of the Board of Trustees a 
decade later when the facility was facing bankruptcy 
and closure. He helped guide the then Deaconess Glover 
Hospital during the transitional time of affiliation between 
the Deaconess and Beth Israel Hospital. “I fought alongside 
others to keep the hospital alive, make it prosper and 
integrate it so that the services would be the same quality 

as hospitals in downtown Boston. Our community deserves 
quality, delivered here in an environment that is more 
comfortable, and especially less taxing on families and  
the elderly.” 

A life-saving impact
Ten years after she started volunteering, Susan fell ill with 
severe abdominal pain late on a Sunday evening. Christoph 
turned to friend and gastroenterologist, Steven Cohen, MD. 
Immediately after examining Susan, Dr. Cohen brought 
in on-call general surgeon, Dr. Mark Callery, a renowned 
surgeon, and “one of the warmest, kindest people,” 
according to Susan. Susan’s bowel was twisted and needed 
immediate surgery which Dr. Callery then successfully 
performed. Susan says she spent a long week in the ICU, 
and made a full recovery.

Through the decades, the Hoffmanns have given back 
significant time and energy to the hospital they love, 
generously supporting every capital campaign. When they 
learned about plans for the new Outpatient Clinical Center, 
they decided this was the time to honor the care  
they have received through the years with a legacy gift.  

“We’re very confident about the hospital, and this 
additional facility is very much needed. To the extent that 
Susan and I can contribute to that, that's what we  
wanted to do,” says Christoph.

This year, Christoph and Susan designated the hospital 
as the sole beneficiary of their charitable remainder trust 
to honor the relationships formed that had a life-saving 
impact. As a tribute to their friend Dr. Steven Cohen, they 
have chosen to name the Gastroenterology department. 
The Christoph and Susan Hoffmann Center for Digestive 
Health will reside on the top-floor suite of the new center, 
outfitted with the latest technology and space carefully 
designed by Cohen and his team. “Dr. Cohen brings such 
enthusiasm to his work and his patients. He treats the 
person, not the patient, and never loses sight of that,”  
says Susan.

Dr. Cohen says he is touched and honored by the mark 
the Hoffmanns have made on BID–Needham. “Christoph 
and Susan have been great supporters and friends, and 
completely devoted to the success of this hospital,” says  
Dr. Cohen. “Every patient who walks through our doors 
will benefit from their support and kindness.” ■

Caretakers at BID–Needham have 
made a lasting impact on the 
Hoffmanns. Some of the clinicians 
they want to thank for their care 
include Pablo Gazmuri, MD, who 
delayed his Christmas vacation 
to perform gallbladder surgery 
on Susan; Mark Haffenreffer, MD, 

“a unique and special person”; 
Adrianne Ting, an ICU nurse who 
aided Susan’s recovery from her 
surgery with Mark Callery, MD; 
Jean McNamara, RN, a nurse in the 
post-operative recovery room. 

Christoph and Susan Hoffmann (left) hope their gift will inspire 
others to think about estate and legacy giving. To learn more about 
estate planning, join the hospital's Estate Planning Breakfast,  
held on Wednesday, May 16, at the Bulfinch Group in Needham 
from 8:30–10 am. Register by emailing events@bidneedham.org.

Living for relationships

Colon cancer is often preventable 
by doing routine colonoscopies. 
Screening is recommended for all 
patients aged 50 and older and  
for some patients under the age  
of 50 if they have a family history  
of colon polyps or colon cancer.  
The gastroenterology team at  
BID–Needham detects precancerous 
adenomas in about 40% of patients 
overall, higher than the national  
average, meaning more cancers are 
prevented. To schedule a colonoscopy,  
call 781-444-6460 or visit  
www.bidneedham.org/gastro.

Did you know?
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Needham residents Leslie and Seth 

Medalie have a long history with  

and deep commitment to the hospital  

and the community, having raised two 

children here, and with extended family  

in the area. Leslie is the owner of a 

successful public relations company, 

Leary PR, and recently joined the Board 

of Advisors. Seth is the founder of The 

Bulfinch Group, a fixture in the area’s 

financial services industry. Seth is also a 

former Board of Trustees’ Chair, serving 

during a critical time in the hospital’s 

history. Here, in their own words, they 

describe how lending time and support to 

the hospital is ingrained in how they live.

Leslie and Seth: “The Medalie family has been involved 
with Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center for as long 
as we can remember; and many of our family members 
have received lifesaving care at BIDMC over the past 
several decades. As BID–Needham continued to grow 
and become such an integral part of our community, we 
knew that we, too, wanted to give back to such a valuable 
Needham asset. Our involvement in the hospital is part of 
our family commitment to philanthropy and we are happy 
to carry the torch forward.

Being a true part of your community is a life-enhancing 
experience. And being a part of this particular hospital 
brings so much with it to both of us, and to our family. 
The hospital has helped our family tremendously with 
health care. But beyond that, the hospital brings together 
a truly wonderful group of community members whom 
we are privileged to now have as friends. When you are 
part of BID–Needham, you are part of the heart of this 
community.”

Seth: “My time on the Board of Trustees and as Board 
Chair has been one of the most memorable and rewarding 
experiences of my career. Being in a leadership role as 
BID–Needham expanded into what is now a world-class 
medical facility—right here in our backyard—was one of 
the most exciting endeavors that I have been privileged to 
lead. The people who have been involved in the growth 
of this hospital, from medical staff to volunteers to our 
incredibly devoted Boards and community members, are 
all some of the finest people I have met. It has been an 
honor being involved with BID–Needham and watching its 
amazing growth and success.”

Leslie: “I have always been quite involved with the 
hospital, and in the community in general. I too am from  
a family that values giving back and community service. 
Seth and I had the pleasure of co-chairing two galas, 
during which time I really got to know the fine associates 
at BID–Needham. I hope my background in public relations 
and marketing will prove helpful to the hospital. I was quite 
honored when I was nominated to the Board of Advisors, 
and now the hospital officially gets two Medalies, instead 
of just one.” ■

The Medalie way

Seth and Leslie Medalie

GIVING STRENGTH | Beth Israel Deaconess Hospital–Needham10

Everyone has a story. Share yours!

If you have an experience with the 

hospital as a patient, or would like to 

give a special shout out to a nurse, 

physician, staff or volunteer, let us 

know. Email giving@bidneedham.org.
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This April, Peter Smulowitz, MD, chair of the BID–Needham 
Emergency Department, and Dara Warn, Needham 
resident and a BID–Needham Gala Committee member, 
represented the hospital on Team BIDMC at the 2018 
Boston Marathon. The pair raised funds for the hospital as 
they trained for the historic 26.2-mile race. 

Dr. Smulowitz was an emergency physician at BIDMC  
in Boston on the day of the Boston Marathon bombings in 
2013 and cared for many severely injured patients.

“As part of my own healing process, I vowed to run my 
first marathon in honor of the victims and the health care 
professionals who treated them,” Smulowitz said. The 
enthusiastic runner has completed shorter road races, 
including the seven-mile New Balance Falmouth Road Race 
on Team BID–Needham, but never a marathon. Five years 
after the marathon bombing, he wanted to run the 
Boston Marathon to remember those impacted by that day. 

“My colleagues demonstrated bravery and skill both in the 
field and in the hospital. What’s more, they continue to 
demonstrate those skills every single day they show up to 
work. Though the daily work is not as publicly known as it 
was after the marathon bombing, it’s equally as significant. 
They help people and save lives every day.”

Dara Warn is the Chief Operating Officer at Penn Foster 
Education Group and an avid runner in her free time.  
She lives in Needham with her husband, Daniel, and three 
sons. This is Warn’s second marathon, having completed 
the Boston Marathon in 2016. Warn says that she watched 
the Boston Marathon every year growing up, cheering 
on family and friends who have run for charity, and was 
inspired to take on this challenge. 

“I always tear up when I see the runners go by—most 
of the people I watch are the charity runners and it is 
amazing to see how giving people can be,” she said. “It 
was really important to me to run for a cause that I could 
get behind. Beth Israel Deaconess is such an important 
part of our community in Needham and the overall Boston 
community so I knew this was the right choice. All of  
my funds will go to BID–Needham, which I feel really  
good about.” ■ 

Visit www.bidneedham.org/run to sign up for the  
August 19th Falmouth Road Race.

“ I always tear up when  
I see the runners go 
by—most of the people 
I watch are the charity 
runners and it is  
amazing to see how  
giving people can be.”

 – dara warn

Running for a cause close to home

Dara Warn (left) and Peter Smulowitz, MD (above) ran the  
2018 Boston Marathon on Team BIDMC to support BID–Needham 
to raise funds for the new Outpatient Clinical Center.

GET BACK TO DOING THE THINGS 
YOU LOVE THE MOST.

Introducing an enhanced level of  
orthopaedic care, closer to home.

No matter what brings you in for a visit at the Department of Orthopaedics at  
Beth Israel Deaconess Hospital–Needham, you couldn’t be in better hands. Our new  
and expanding orthopaedic program o�ers the latest specialty surgery and advanced  
treatments for bone, joint, and muscle conditions. With convenient access to  
Harvard-a�liated and nationally recognized orthopaedic surgeons and physicians,  
BID–Needham Orthopaedics is here to get you back in motion.  
Visit bidneedham.org/ortho or contact 617-667-3940 to learn more and  
make an appointment.
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$250,000-$499,999

Estate of Paul F. Burden
Althea and Bertram Lank

$100,000-$249,999

Beth Israel Deaconess Hospital–Needham 
 Medical Staff
Estate of Norman Dorian

$50,000-$99,999

Carol Bolton Kappel and Jonathan Kappel
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Cecilia K. and Paul Fleming
Sara A. and James W. Jakobek
Holly and Bruce Johnstone
Carol G. and Robert L. Mayer
Leslie and Seth Medalie
Petrini Corporation
Mary and Gregory L. Petrini
Lynn M. and Gary W.* Petrini
Heidi and Scott C. Schuster

 

Every donor has a personal  
story and reason for giving,  
but each and every one is  
united with their belief in  
BID–Needham and bringing 
high-quality medical care to 
the community. All of these 
friends share a commitment to 
offer the best care possible to 
family, friends and neighbors. 
This list includes those donors 
who contributed $250 or more 
during fiscal year 2017 (October 
1, 2016 – September 30, 2017). 
Thank you to those who we 
are honored to call friends and 
supporters of our mission.

Neurocare, Inc.
Northbridge Companies
Deborah and Mark J. Pasculano
Pelham Properties
Jennifer A. Pline and Hans C. Oettgen, MD
Megan M. Rennick
Alexis and David Sabow
Sean D. Biggs Memorial Foundation
Debbie and Neal Shalom
Sodexo, Inc. and Affiliates
Chip and Ford Spalding
Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program
Roberta and Stephen Ward
Jennifer I. Yuan and Joseph A. Auth

$2,500-$4,999

Allergy and Asthma Center of Boston
American Endowment Foundation
Anna/BW Cosentino Charitable Foundation
Deborah Ann and Francis D. Antin
Beth Israel Deaconess Hospital–Milton
BIDMC Department of Obstetrics and  
 Gynecology 
Kristen and Jeff Birnbaum
Kelly Bodio Downey, MD, and  
 Shamus Downey
David Buckle, MD
Lisa A. and Kevin L. Burke
Barbara and Ronald Cosentino
Renee and James C. Coughlin
Denise DeAmore and Ted Owens
Caitrin and Brian Dunphy
Melissa and Michael Gallagher
Harvard Pilgrim Health Care
Julie and Jeffrey Havsy
HBCS
Shawn M. Herlihy
Kimberly B. and Elliot B. Herman
Carolyn Howard
Susan Kirk
Amy and Jon Leibowitz
Jill A. and Stanley M. Lewis, MD
The Mades and Schneider Trust
Mary Whitney Trust
Heather M. and Kevin McKeon
Karrin and Andy Plotner
Carrie B. Reddish, DMD, PC, and Jim Reddish
Maria J. and Robert S. Reisman
Milton Safren
Rebecca L. Schechter and Alain Eudaric
Seaman DiCarlo General Contractors Inc.
Cathleen M. Shea and John P. Connelly
Mary Ellen and David K. Stevenson
Rebecca S. Stone, MD, and Ted Stone
Allyson and Steven Van Dam, MD
Dara and Daniel Warn
Julie H. and William K. Yandow

$1,000-$2,499

B & C Courier Service, Inc.
Janet and Michael Barrett
Ilan and Karen Barzilay
Boston ENT Associates, P.C.
Carolyn and Mitchell Breen
Barbara Breslin
Jordan S. Busch, MD
Ginny L. and Mark Caggiano
Brandi and Sean Cantwell
Peggy and John G. Carberry
Priscilla S. and Wil Catlin
Maureen P. and Nassib G. Chamoun
Charles River Apparel

Jessica and Matthew Clayson
Natalie Cohen
Kevin T. Collins
Marianne Brons Cooley and Albert D. Cooley
Gilbert W. Cox, Jr. and Helen P. Cox
Melissa Crowe
Kathleen M. and Kimberley G. Davidson
Claire and Tim Davison
Dedham Savings Bank
Nicola and Gregory Dempsey
Alecia Domer and Warren J. MacGillivray
Kim and Hunter Emerson
Beata B. and Richard W. Fernandez
Gail H. and William M. Fine
Margaret M. and Steven P. Fischer
Pamela J. and Mark J. Fisher
Monica and Robert J. Foley
Meredith A. and Jake Giannotti
Linda S. and Alan R. Goldstein
Kathryn Grannatt, MD, and Ted Grannatt
Patricia D. and William J. Hayes
Hazard Family Foundation
Susan G. and C. Michael Hazard, Sr.
Lisa J. and Thomas W. Higgins
HMFP at BIDMC Department of Medicine
Susan M. and Christoph L. Hoffmann
Nancy A. Hoffmann and James Murphy
Honorcraft Incorporated
Anna and Jonathan Hunnicutt
James H. Orr, Jr. Revocable Trust
Rebecca E. and Joseph P. Kannam, MD
Jennifer and Brent Kenneway
Lisa Wollman and Stuart D. Kliman
Amanda Kourafas and Kevin Schneider
Shelley R. and Neil D. Krug
Linsey and Christopher Larson
Susan E and William M. Laurence
Danielle Lauzon
Kerry A. and Aaron Leiberman
Valerie and Samuel J. Lin, MD
Carol and Alan Lisbon, MD
Lissy Family Foundation Trust
Suzanne and David Lissy
Jacqueline and Todd S. MacDowell
Virginia and Roy MacDowell
Elyse and Ben Marsh
Mindy and Bryan McGinn
Joyce M. and Gregory M. McSweeney, MD
Chris Mitchell
Elizabeth Z. and Jeffrey P. Moore
Kerri S. and Michael Mulka
Susan E. Murray and Ralph Brown
Navix Diagnostix
Jane P. and James H. Orr, Jr.
Patricia Anne Skelly Revocable Trust
Sara and Brian Quist
Amelia Rands
James J. Rapoport
Kellene Ratko
Bonita and Richard Ruggiero
Mariah Samara, MD
Katharine Saunders Grove and  
 John M. Grove
Mary Ellen E. and John L. Saunders
Kim and Arthur Schawbel
Joseph and Gretchen Siletto
Alisa and Mike Skatrud
Patricia A. Skelly
State Street Matching Gift Program
Sheila Sullivan and Jeffrey Sherman
Sarah and Brian Sykora
David Thibodeau

$25,000-$49,999

Harvard Medical Faculty Physicians (HMFP)
Helen and Leo Mayer Charitable Trust
HMFP at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical  
 Center Department of Anesthesia
State Street Foundation

$10,000-$24,999

Anonymous
Anonymous
Beth Israel Anesthesia Foundation, Inc.
BIDMC
Bond Brothers, Inc.
Briarwood Healthcare and  
 Rehabilitation Center
Kate and Ed Cahill
Choate, Hall & Stewart, LLP
John H. Cogswell
Louise V. and Frank B. Condon
Crothall Healthcare
Gail E. and Richard W. Davis
Equity Industrial Partners Corp.
Patricia Flatley
Eliza L. and Matt Fortenbaugh
Roberta and Lloyd Gainsboro
Julie E. and Bayard Henry
HMFP at BIDMC Department of Radiology
JACA Architects, Inc.
Tamilyn M. and Bodo Liesenfeld
Lifeline Ambulance Services
Louise Condon Realty, Inc.
Mary and William D. Mahoney
Roger M. Marino
Meghan and Patrick Martin
Mary Sibert
State Street Corporation
Krista A. and Stephen E. Vanourny, Jr.

$5,000-$9,999

Sharyn Areano and Gary L. Greenstein
Beth Israel Deaconess Healthcare
BIDMC CardioVascular Institute
Bulfinch Group Insurance Agency, LLC
Samantha and Mitchell Burman
Virginia C. and David Carnahan
Cataldo Ambulance Service, Inc.
Linda and Barry J. Coffman
Priscilla S. and Kurt A. Dasse
Direct Federal Credit Union
William J. Durbin, MD
Edelstein & Company LLP
Janet S. and John M. Fogarty
Google
Elizabeth and Kevin Grimes
Harvard Pilgrim Health Care Foundation
Ina B. and Lewis Heafitz
HMFP at BIDMC Department of Surgery
HMFP at BIDMC Department of  
 Emergency Medicine
Michelle and Gregory W. Hoffmeister
Illinois Tool Works Foundation
Dennis D. Jilek
Rachel and Louis F. Karger
Sheila and John Kettlewell
Bruce and Agnieszka Levine
Barbara and Donald A. Levine
The Lombard Family
Sarah Ann and James J. Mahoney, Jr. 
Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris,  
 Glovsky & Popeo, P.C.
Mulkern Mechanical, Inc.
Needham Bank

 

 

SUPPORT FROM  
THE COMMUNITY

$1.6M raised in FY17

The 2017 Gala raised over $750,000 from 
825 attendees, making it the largest event  
in our history.

The community supported the hospital with  
a total of $10.7M in development support 
from FY12–17.

Over 100 gala committee members  
helped secure auction items and bring  
new attendees.

More than 100 volunteers donated over  
8,500 hours of service to the hospital  
in FY17.

FY17 number of gifts: 1,604  
FY17 number of donors: 1,254
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TripAdvisor, Inc.
Vertex Pharmaceuticals Charity Trust
Donna Voltolini
Charlie and Steve Wagner
David Waldman
Joan Warshaw
Michelle and Andrew Webb
Lara and Tom Whiteley
William Blair & Company, LLC

$500-$999

Betsy and Andrew Alperstein
Amanda and Lawrence Anastasi
Melora and Andrew Balson
Jodi and Richard L. Block
Dennis Bruning
Rachel and Chris Busby
Dale P. Cabot
Caren Carpenter
Jill and Justen Carter
Denis Cashman
Sara and Patrick Cassidy
Kimberly and Randy Clark
Arlene Cohen
Margot and Daniel J. Conley
Rebecca L. Drill and Peter A. Alpert
Lynda Duray
Jillian L. Erdos and Joseph D. Lipchitz
Carol and Mark Fachetti
Dawn M. and Robert Ferrazza
Jennifer and Michael Flynn
Pattie and Sean Flynn
Jane F. Fogg, MD, MPH, and Daniel Schleifer
John Fowler
Seana Gaherin
Mark C. Gebhardt, MD
Paulette Gebhardt
Amy and Howard S. Goldman
Patricia A. and Gary S. Green
Marjorie and Irwin Gruverman
Paul Hammerstrand
Doreen and Tom Harmon
Katie M. Hegarty and Mark T. Hegarty
Ellen Hurvitz and Barry Strasnick
James L. Kenefick
Jana P. and Timothy Kierstead
Kindred Healthcare Operating, Inc.
Mike Klein
Amy Lee and Jack Krushell, MD
Michelle and Greg Lawrence
Meredith LeRoux, CRNA
Stephen Little
Beth Lowd and Jerome Medalie
Elizabeth and Sam Lynch
Nicole and Kevin MacLaughlin
Skip and Jan MacLeod
MathWorks
Matthew McGuire
Jane and William McHugh
Sampath and Narinder K. Mehta
Elizabeth and Andrew Mingle
Wendy and Dennis G. Monty
Ted Mosher
Susan Parsons and Walter G. Armstrong, Jr.
Susan and Roger A. Patkin, JD
Patricia Peters, MD, and Jason Peters
Gretchen and Ryan Plotner
Karen L. Printz Wolfson and  
 Mark W. Wolfson
Scott Reeds
Cynthia and Douglas Salamone
Allison Saratella

Victor Saratella
SDS Nominee Trust
Missy Serlenga
Meredith and Matt Siciliano
Simplex Janitorial Supply
Elyse and Jason Slayton
Gabby and Andrew Spear
Kam and Kevin Sprott
Bruce Sweet
John T. Szum
Ryan Voltolini
Annie and Steve Walsh
Lindsay and Michael P. Wands
Katerie and Lawrence Ward
We Beat Cancer
Melinda Young
Tyler Young

$250-$499

Amanda and Mark Abdella
Joyce and Herbert A. Abramson
Colleen Akins
Megan Liphardt Alderman and  
 Ryan Alderman
Heidi B. and Bruce M. Alpert
Claudia and Michael Andelman
Nancy Antin
Wendy Perlman and Peter Antoszyk
Michael A. Bass, Esq.
Daenya A. and Jon Beerbohm
Elaine Beilin and Robert H. Brown, Jr.
Biocodex, Inc
Christy and Nigel Bird
Shimrit and Daniel Black
Kristel and Samuel J. M. Boardman
Breathe Balance Barre, LLC
Bright Funds Foundation
Joan C. Buchbinder and Jeffrey Lesse
Elaine and Ken Budreau
Charles Burlingham, Jr.
Nancy and Richard Buttermore
Sabrina and Brad Carlson
Patrick Cartwright
Nancy and Anthony Cavallaro
Amy and Adrian Chan
Ming Cheung
Chantal Chretien and Wayne Best
Stacy Blasberg and Joe Lovett
Tara and Grey Chynoweth
Holiday M. and David S. Collins
Nicole and Brian Connolly
John W. Coppinger
Rori and David Cuttler
Carol I. and Edward S. de Lemos
Diane DerMarderosian, MD and  
 Peter Burdick
Janis Derrow
Liza and Michael D'Hemecourt
Nicholas DiCarlo
Deborah Donovan
Colleen and Jeff Doran
Katherine J. and Robert C. Eyre, MD
Debra B. and Andrew P. Feldman
Heather and James Friedman
Elisa D. and Robb S. Friedman, MD
The Gallahue Family
Dennis P. Girard, EdD
Angie and Paul Girello
Jessica and John Glezelli
Sharon Cohen Gold and Evan B. Gold, MD
Aubrey Goodman
Catherine M. Gould

Nicole Graber
Jen and Mike Greene
Colleen Greenwood
Stefanie and Chris Hamel
Harriet R. Abramson Cancer Foundation
Paulette Hatwood
Amanda K. and Benjamin Heller
Lyn A. Henderson and Philip Triffletti
Christine L. and George W. Hoffmeister, Jr.
Russell Holmes
Mary Jane Houlihan, MD and George F.  
 Driscoll, Jr.
Melissa and Josh Howland
Diane and Francis Hubbard, MD
Anne and William Innis, MD
David V. Ives, MD
Anne and Graham E. Jones
Margaret and Joshua L. Kessler, MD
Robert S. Korff
Riki Kveraga, MD and Kestas Kveraga, PhD
Britt S. and Bernard T. Lee, MD
Diane M. London, MD, and Jack I. London
Carolyn Lucey
Kirsten and Robert Mabry
Judy and Jeffrey Magram
Soumya Mahapatra
Allison and Andrew Margolies
Valerie and Peter Marini
Mary Ann Marinucci-Keyes
Isobel E. Martin
Sandra Marwill, MD
Shelley and R. William Mason, MD
Roxanne and Donald L. Mayer
John and Dale McCarthy
McCutchin-Collins Charitable Trust
James McGlowan, MD
Tonya and Ryan McKee
Tejas S. Mehta, MD, MPH, and  
 Matthew Rosen
Susan and Matthew Miller
Elizabeth C. Minot
Peter Moran
Christine Moynihan
Alfred Murphy
Tracy V. Murphy
Lesly and Paul Murray
Rebecca E. and Russell Nauta
Needham Women's Club
Lisa Nightingale
Anthony G. Nuzzo
Patricia E. and Yatish M. Patel, MD
Maria and Olchi Pazmany
Phoebe Peabody and Gary L. Shillin
Amy Perna
Patricia and Patric Petta
Lisa and Marko Poolman
Carol Ann Potvin
PRM Wealth Management, LLC
Judith F. and M. Robert Queler
Catherine M. and Bernard K. Quinlan
Alia Qureshi, MD, and Andrew Emili, MD
Bob Rice
Jessica and Robert Rice
Tiffany Riddell and Matthew A. Bluette
Anne Riley, MD
Colleen Robertshaw
Jean Marie and Matthew Roberts
Toby K. and Dean J. Rodman, MD
Kaitlin and Derek Sabatini
Brenda and Mark Salamone
Lynn Samuels
Liz and Mark Schellings

Rick Scherer
Mary and Scott Schneider
Gabriel Schwartz
Darlene Sheehan and Steven B. Cohen, MD
Miles and Eleanor Shore
Christine and Robert Silverman
Stacey and Michael T. Smalley
Diane and Ori Solomon
Sprott Biotech Consulting LLC
Quinby and Roger Squire
Stata Family Office
Maria N. and Raymond S. Stata
Margaret and Gregory Strakosch
Ellen D. and John A. Sullivan
Diane Tabor
Tamara C. Takoudes, MD, and George  
 Takoudes
Ruby and Matthew Talcoff
Walter Tennant
Carrie and Mark Verville
Daniel Vieira
Deborah S. Wayler, MD, DSc, and  
 Barry Wayler
Sydna B. and Steven J. Weinstein
Roberta E. Whalen
Andrea R. and Neville Williams
Kimberly and Lou Wolf
Jackie and Eric Wolin
Jess and Jeff Young
Lizzie and Vince Zosa

*deceased
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10.28.2017
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1 Rebecca and Joseph Kannam, MD, chief, Cardiology;  
 John Fogarty, president and CEO, BID–Needham;   
 Roger Marino and Kathy Campanella

2 Gala Committee Members Michael and Janet Barrett

3 Katerie and Lawrence Ward

4  Susanne and Paul Popeo, member, Board of Trustees

5 Kevin Tabb, MD, CEO, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical  
 Center, and Caron Tabb

6  Gala Committee Members Aaron and Kerry Leiberman; 
 Samantha Sherman, chief development and external 
 relations officer; and Marc Rolfes

7  Bill and Gail Fine, member, Board of Advisors

8 Stacy Madison

9  Gala Committee Members Kathleen and John Burns

10  Bodo Liesenfeld with Maria Stephanos

11 Board of Advisors’ Members Bruce Levine and  
 Greg Hoffmeister

12 Gala Committee Members Krista and Stephen Vanourny,  
 chair, Board of Trustees

1
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7

10

12
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9
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Save the date 11.3.18

BID–Needham's 20th Annual Gala will  
be held at Gillette Stadium, Foxborough  
on Saturday, November 3, 2018 from  
6pm–12am. This is the area's largest benefit 
and tickets sell out quickly. Register early  
at bidneedham.org/gala to secure your 
spot. All proceeds from the gala will  
support the new Outpatient Clinical Center, 
bringing expanded services for cardiac  
care, digestive health and orthopaedics to  
the community.

The 19th annual gala “Havana Nights” 
brought together more than 825  
community members for a night of bidding, 
dancing and excitement. The night raised 
$750,000 to support the construction of a 
state-of-the-art Outpatient Clinical Center. 

14
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Community  
happenings

1
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 Honoring Dr. Woodman 
1  The hospital unveiled a plaque and portrait  

in memory of Dr. Earle Woodman.  
(L-R) Rebecca Stone, MD, president of the  
BID–Needham medical staff; Hugh Caplan, MD;  
Jackie Broadley, Dr. Woodman’s longtime office  
manager; Dr. Woodman’s daughter Karen Miles;  
BID–Needham President and CEO John Fogarty;  
Elizabeth Handel, MD; and artist Olivia Fischer Fox

 Community honors patients
2  The Kid’s Place in Needham offered a mug-making 

workshop for local kids, who delivered the creations 
to Leora Lowenthal, LICSW, OSW-C, MPA, (shown far 
left) and Kelly Bodio Downey, MD, director of the Lank 
Cancer Center at BID–Needham (shown far right).  

3 Over 20 children gathered at the hospital to  
create holiday cards for patients at BID–Needham.

 Employee recognition
4 More than 72 employees were recognized for their 

combined 900 years of service to Beth Israel Deaconess 
at the annual Employee Recognition Dinner.

 Women’s Networking Series
5 Nearly 75 women in the community gathered to hear 

cardiologists from BID–Needham offer some heart 
health tips, followed by a tasting of dark chocolates 
and red wine.

 Annual Meeting of the Boards of Trustees  
and Advisors

6 (L-R) New Advisors Lisa Bell, Kurt Ochalla, Lara Whiteley, 
President and CEO John Fogarty, Board of Advisors’ 
Chair Seana Gaherin, and new Advisor Leslie Medalie 
(New Advisors Tom Jacobs and Jana Kierstead not pictured)

7 (L-R) New Trustee Paul Popeo, Board of Trustees’ Chair 
Stephen Vanourny and new Trustees James Coughlin 
and Paul Fleming

8  As outgoing Chair of the Board of Advisors,  
Michael Lombard was honored for his dedication  
and presented with a commemorative club chair.

9  Former Chair of the Board of Trustees Jennifer A. Pline 
(left) was presented with a citation from the  
Commonwealth for her service, presented by keynote 
speaker and Secretary of Health and Human  
Services Marylou Sudders (right).

2
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8 9
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Notes from Needham 
Enhancing the hospital's reach  
into the community

Endocrinology program welcomes 

new surgeon

Ben James, MD, began practicing at  

BID–Needham and BIDMC and is a faculty 

member of Harvard Medical School. He is 

a board-certified surgeon who operates  

on the thyroid gland, the parathyroid gland 

and the adrenal gland. 

Dr. James says when looking for an endocrine 

surgeon, one of the most important 

factors is to find a high-volume endocrine 

surgeon who performs at least 30–50 

cases per year.

If you think you have a thyroid nodule, 

contact your primary care physician. 

Though it is a common occurrence among 

50 percent of people over the age of 50, 

with 80 percent of these cases not  

having characteristics that need further 

evaluation, the small percentage of thyroid 

malignancies are highly treatable. 

�e Lank Cancer Center in Needham recently named 
Hematology and Medical Oncology Specialist Heather Hue, 
MD, MPH, to its team. �e center is part of the Cancer 
Center at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, and is located 
on the campus of Beth Israel Deaconess Hospital–Needham.

“I am honored to join the center and continue to build the 
program at the Lank Cancer Center in Needham,” says  
Dr. Hue. “I see a lot of pride emanating from the community 
regarding this world-class center that brings the expert care  
of BIDMC to this area. I look forward to being a very 
accessible and reliable resource for patients and providers.”

New cancer specialist joins Needham

Dr. Hue is focused on not only treating hematologic and 
oncologic diseases and disorders, but also guiding and 
supporting her patients and families—from the time of  
his or her cancer diagnosis, through treatment, and into 
survivorship. “I’m prepared to take a journey with my patients 
and personally navigate each patient through the process.” 

Dr. Hue specializes in the delivery of comprehensive  
cancer care; she welcomes all patients with diagnosis across  
the spectrum of both hematologic and oncologic diseases.

To make an appointment at the Lank Cancer Center,  
call 781-453-7500.

Ben James, MD

BID–NEEDHAM EARNS AWARDS & RECOGNITION  
FOR SAFE, HIGH-QUALITY CARE

To see Dr. James answer some commonly 

asked questions about endocrinology  

and the thyroid gland, visit  

www.bidneedham.org/medicalminute.  

To make an appointment with our 

endocrinology team, call 617-667-9344.

EVENTS

Eating Fresh and Clean
Join Director of Nutrition Services, 
Ming Cheung, MS, RD, LDN, to learn 
how to make healthy and satisfying 
lunches; lunch will be provided. 

Tuesday, May 8, 11:30 am–12:45 pm, 
Westwood Senior Center,  
60 Nahanton Street, Westwood

Please contact 781-329-8799 to register.  
 
Living with Adult Joint Pain
Meet Total Joint Specialist Dr. Jacob 
Drew in a discussion on how to remain 
active with joint pain.

Tuesday, May 8, 2–3 pm,  
North Hill Auditorium,  
865 Central Avenue, Needham 

Email events@bidneedham.org  
for more information.

Topping Off Ceremony
Join us as we place the final ceremonial 
steel beam on the Outpatient Clinical 
Center structure.

Tuesday, May 8, BID–Needham  
(Date subject to change.)

Email events@bidneedham.org  
for more information.

Let’s Talk Menopause
An open discussion on menopause, 
including what to expect, how to stay 
healthy, and suggested modifications 
to your diet, exercise and lifestyle to 
accommodate the changes in your 
body. 

Thursday, May 10, 1–2:15 pm,  
Boston JCC, 333 Nahanton Street, 
Newton

Open to the public.  
RSVP to groupfit@jccgb.org.

Planned Giving Seminar
Learn how to make an estate plan to 
maximize your charitable gifts while 
minimizing taxes. Speakers from The 
Bulfinch Group and Sulloway & Hollis 
will provide expert insights on the topic. 

Wednesday, May 16, 8:30–10 am, 
The Bulfinch Group, Needham

RSVP to events@bidneedham.org. 

Relay for Life
Join BID–Needham and the American 
Cancer Society for the annual 
Needham-Dedham-Wellesley Relay 
for Life, a moving and special event to 
honor cancer survivors and remember 
those who lost their fight to cancer. 
Stop by the BID–Needham tent and join 
our staff for a few laps around the field. 

Saturday, May 19, 4–10 pm, Newman 
Elementary School, Needham

Email events@bidneedham.org for 
more information.

Please join BID–Needham at these upcoming community events. Visit www.bidneedham.org/events for more information

Falmouth Road Race
Join BID–Needham’s Falmouth Road  
Race Team to raise funds for the hospital 
in this family friendly 7-mile race. 

Sunday, August 19, 9 am, Falmouth

To learn more, visit  
www.bidneedham.org/run.
 
BID–Needham’s 20th Annual Gala
One of the area's largest benefits,  
this year's milestone gala is sure to be  
a night to remember. 

Saturday, November 3, 6 pm–12 am,  
Gillette Stadium, 1 Patriot Place, 
Foxborough

Tickets will sell out quickly;  
register at www.bidneedham.org/gala.

Home to 22 Boston Magazine 2017  
Top Docs

Four-Star Quality Rated Centers for  
Medicare & Medicaid Services

“A” grade from The Leapfrog Group's  
Spring 2018 Hospital Safety Score

Top Hospital Blue Ribbon from  
the readers of Hometown Weekly 

“Tier 1” hospital ranking from leading 
area health insurance organizations for 
high-quality care at the best value

Gold Seal of Approval® from The 
Joint Commission for maintaining the 
highest standards of quality and safety

Newton Needham Regional Chamber 
Needham Green Business of the  
Year Award

Massachusetts Hospital Association's 
Accountable Care Compass Award  
for "Enhancing Culture & Leadership"

Named one of the fastest growing 
hospitals in Massachusetts in FY17
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